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Abstrat
We onsider multidimensional osmologial model with a higher-dimensional produt manifold M = R×Rd0 ×
H
d1/Γ where Rd0 is d0-dimensional Rii-at external (our) spae and H
d1/Γ is d1-dimensional ompat hyperboli
internal spae. M2-brane solution for this model has the stage of aelerating expansion of the external spae.
We apply this model to explain the late time aeleration of our Universe. Reent observational data (the Hubble
parameter at the present time and the redshift when the deeleration parameter hanges its sign) x fully all
free parameters of the model. As a result, we nd that onsidered model has too big size of the internal spae
at the present time and variation of the eetive four-dimensional ne struture onstant strongly exeeds the
observational limits.
1 Introdution
Reent astronomial observations abundantly evidene that our Universe underwent stages of ael-
erating expansion during its evolution. There are at least two of suh stages: early ination and
late time aeleration. The latter began approximately at the redshift z ∼ 0.35 (see e.g. [1℄) and
ontinues until now. Thus, the onstrution and investigation of models with stages of aeleration
is one of the main hallenge of the modern osmology. Among suh models, the models originated
from fundamental theories (e.g. string/M-theory) are of the most of interest.
In the present paper we onsider a multidimensional osmologial model with a fatorizable metri
g = −e2γ0dτ ⊗ dτ + a20BDg(0) + a21g(1) (1)
= Ω2(−dt⊗ dt+ a20g(0)) + a21g(1) ,
whih is dened on the manifold with produt topology
M = R× Rd0 ×Hd1/Γ , (2)
where R
d0
is d0-dimensional Rii-at external (our) spae with metri g
(0) : R[g(0)] = 0 and
sale fator a0, and H
d1/Γ is d1-dimensional hyperboli (ompat) internal spae
1
with metri
g(1) : R[g(1)] = −d1(d1 − 1) and sale fator a1. Both a0 and a1 depend only on time. First
line in (1) is a metri in the Brans-Dike frame in the harmoni time gauge where eγ0 = ad00BDa
d1
1
[2℄. Seond line in (1) is a metri in the Einstein frame in the synhronous time gauge. The sale
fators a0BD of the external spae in the Brans-Dike frame is onneted with the sale fator a0
in the Einstein frame as follows: a0 = Ω
−1a0BD, where onformal fator Ω = a
−
d1
d0−1
1 . Hereafter we
onsider 3-dimensional external spae: d0 = 3. Harmoni time τ is related to synhronous time t as
dt = f(τ)dτ , where f(τ) = Ω−1a30BDa
d1
1 = a
3
0BDa
3d1/2
1 = a
3
0 [3℄.
1
Negative onstant urvature spaes are ompat if they have a quotient struture: Hdi/Γi, where H
di
and Γi are hyperboli spaes
and their disrete isometry group, respetively.
1
With the standard York-Gibbons-Hawking boundary term SY GH , an ation for onsidered model
reads
S =
1
2κ2
∫
M
dDx
√
|g|R[g] + SY GH , (3)
where D = 1+d0+d1 = 4+d1 is a total number of dimensions and κD is aD-dimensional gravitational
onstant.
Substituting the metri (1) into this ation and minimizing obtained Lagrangian with respet to
the sale fators, we get the the following solutions
2
of the equations of motion (in the harmoni time
gauge):
a0(τ) = A
d1+2
6
1
(√
2ε
|R1|
) d1
2(d1−1) exp
(
−
√
d1+2
12(d1−1)
2ε τ
)
sinhd1/[2(d1−1](−
√
d1−1
d1
2ε τ)
, (4)
and
a1(τ) = A1
(√
2ε
|R1|
) 1
d1−1 exp
(
−
√
3
(d1−1)(d1+2)
2ε τ
)
sinh1/(d1−1)(−
√
d1−1
d1
2ε τ)
, (5)
where A1 and ε are the onstants of integration. The funtion f(τ) an be easily obtained from Eq.
(4) via expression f(τ) = a30(τ).
We should note, that solutions (4) and (5) for the metri (1) is a partiular ase of so alled
Sp-branes with (p + 1)−dimensional Rii-at external spae. In the ase d0 = 3 we obtain p = 2.
Therefore, if underlying model is (D = 11)−dimensional M-theory, we arrive at M2-branes where
the number of internal dimensions is equal to 7. It is well known that suh models with hyperboli
internal spae undergo the stage of aelerating expansions (see e.g. [3℄ and referenes therein).
However, the parameters of the model were not onneted with observational data. So, in the
present paper we want to use the modern osmologial data (the present day value for the Hubble
parameter and the redshift when our external spae transits from deeleration to aeleration) to x
all arbitrary parameters of the onsidered model and obtain orresponding dynamial behavior for
the sale fators, the Hubble parameter, the deeleration parameter and the ne struture "onstant".
2 Dynamial behavior of the model
In this setion, besides the external a0 and internal a1 sale fators desribed by Eqs. (4) and (5),
we onsider also the Hubble parameter for eah of the fator spaes
H0 =
1
a0
da0
dt
=
1
a0f(τ)
da0
dτ
= −
√
2ε
f(τ)
(√
d1 + 2
12(d1 − 1) +
√
d1
4(d1 − 1) coth
(√
d1 − 1
d1
2ε τ
))
, (6)
H1 =
1
a1
da1
dt
=
1
a1f(τ)
da1
dτ
= −
√
2ε
f(τ)
√
3
(d1 − 1)(d1 + 2)
(
1 +
√
d1 + 2
3d1
coth
(√
d1 − 1
d1
2ε τ
))
,
(7)
the external spae deeleration parameter
q0 = −d
2a0
dt2
1
H20a0
= − 1
f(τ)
d
dτ
(
1
f(τ)
da0
dτ
)
1
H20a0
= −2 sinh−2(
√
d1 − 1
d1
2ε τ)
[√
d1 + 2
3(d1 − 1) +
√
d1
d1 − 1 coth
(√
d1 − 1
d1
2ε τ
)]−2
+ 2 (8)
2
The general method for this kind of models was elaborated in papers [4, 5℄.
2
and the variation of the ne struture onstant
3
(as a funtion of redshift z)
∆α =
α(z)− α(0)
α(0)
=
a
2d1/(d0−1)
1 (0)
a
2d1/(d0−1)
1 (z)
− 1 . (9)
We assume also that the solution (4),(5) desribes the M2-brane, that is d1 = 7.
Aording to the reent observational data (see e.g. [1, 10℄), the present aeleration stage began
at redshift z ≈ 0.35 and the Hubble parameter now is H0(tp) ≡ Hp ≈ 72 km/se/Mp = 2.33 ×
10−18se−1. Hereafter, the letter p denotes the present day values. Additionally, at the present time
the value of the external spae sale fator an be estimated as a0(tp) ≈ cH−1p ≈ 1.29 × 1028m.
We shall use these observational onditions to x the free parameters of the model A1 and ε (the
onstants of integration) and to dene the present time
4 tp. Observational data also show that for
dierent redshifts the ne struture onstant variation does not exeed 10−5: |∆α| < 10−5 [6℄.
Below, all quantities are measured in the Hubble units. For example, the sale fators are measured
in cH−1p and synhronous time t is measured in H
−1
p . Therefore, a0(tp) = 1 and Hp = 1.
To x all free parameters of the model, we use the following logi hain. First, from the equation
q0(τ) = 0 we obtain the harmoni time τin of the beginning of the stage of aeleration. We nd
that this equation has two roots whih desribe the beginning and end of the aeleration. Seond,
we dene the onstant of integration A1 from the equation z = 0.35 = 1/a0(τin) − 1 where we use
the ondition that aeleration starts at z = 0.35 and that a0(τp) = 1. Third, we nd the present
harmoni time τp from the ondition a0(τp) = 1. It is worth of noting that τin, τp and A1 are the
funtions of ε. To x this parameter, we an use the ondition H0(τp) = 1. Finally, to nd the
value of the present synhronous time, we use the equation tp =
∫ τp
τin
f(τ)dτ where f(τ) = a30(τ).
In the ase d1 = 7, diret alulations give for the onstants of integration A1 = 1.23468 and
ε = 1.53097. It results in tp = 0.296 ∼ 4Gyr, q0(tp) = −0.960572 and for the internal spae
a1(tp) = 1.24319, H1(tp) = 0.0500333
Dynamial behavior of the onsidered model is depited in gures 1-3. Fig.1 shows the dynamis
of the external spae sale fator a0(t) (left panel) and the internal spae sale fator a1(t)( right
panel). Here, t = 0.296 is the present time, and t = 0 and t = 1.28 orrespond to the beginning
and end of the stage of aeleration, respetively. It follows that the internal spae is the same
order of magnitude as the external one at the present time. However, for the standard Kaluza-Klein
models there is the experimental restrition on the size of extra dimensions: lextra ≤ 10−17m. That
is a0/a1 ≥ 1045. Obviously, our model does not satisfy this ondition. One of the possible way to
avoid this problem onsists in proposal that the Standard Model matter is loalized on a brane. In
this ase the extra dimensions an be muh bigger that 10−17m (even an innite). However, suh
model requires the generalization of our metri (1) to the non-fatorizable ase and this investigation
is out of the sope of the present paper.
We plot in Fig.2 the evolution of the Hubble parameters H0(t) (left panel) and H1(t) (right
panel). We an see that their values are omparable with eah other. Thus, the internal spae is
rather dynamial and this fat is the main reason of too large variations of the ne struture onstant
(see Fig. 3).
We present in Fig. 3 the evolution of the deeleration parameter q0(t) (left panel) and the variation
of the ne struture onstant ∆α(t) (right panel). Left piture learly shows that the aeleration
stage has the nal period for the onsidered model. It starts at t = 0 and nishes at t = 1.28. The
right piture demonstrates that ∆α does not satisfy the observable restritions |∆α| < 10−5. There
is the only very narrow region in the viinity of z = 0.13 (or equivalently t = 0.17 in synhronous
3
It is well known that the internal spae dynamis results in the variation of the fundamental onstants suh as the ne struture
onstant (see, e.g., Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9℄). For example, the eetive four-dimensional ne-struture onstant is inversely proportional to the
volume of the internal spae: α ∼ V −11 ∼ a
−d1
1 .
4
It is obvious that our model annot pretend to desribe the full history of the Universe. We try to apply this model to explain the
late time aeleration of the Universe whih starts at the redshift z ≈ 0.35. Before this time, the Universe evolution is desribed by the
standard Big Bang osmology. Therefore, in our model t = 0 orresponds to z = 0.35 (i.e. q0(z = 0.35) = 0) and tp is the time from this
moment to the present day.
3
time) where ∆α hanges its sign. However, it is the exeptional region but restrition |∆α| < 10−5
works for very large diapason of redshifts z [6℄.
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Figure 1: The sale fators of the external spae (left panel) and internal spae (right panel) versus synhronous time.
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Figure 2: The Hubble parameters of the external spae (left panel) and internal spae (right panel) versus synhronous
time.
3 Conlusions
In the present paper we investigate multidimensional osmologial model with Rii-at external
spae and ompat hyperboli internal spae. Suh pure gravitational model has the exat solution
with the stage of aelerating expansion for our external spae (so alled Sp-brane solution). This
solution depends on a number of free parameters. It is remarkable that observable osmologial
parameters (suh as the Hubble parameter, the parameter of deeleration) gives a possibility to x
all these free parameters and ompletely determinate this model. We perform this analysis in the
ase of M2-brane with d1 = 7 extra dimensions. For obtained parameters, we desribe the dynamial
behavior of the onsidered model. It is shown that our external spae really has the nite stage
of the aelerating expansion starting at z = 0.35 and lasting until now. However, this model
has two signiant drawbaks. On the one hand, the internal spae is too big with respet to the
4
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Figure 3: The deeleration parameter of the external spae (left panel) and variation of the ne struture onstant
(right panel) versus synhronous time.
standard Kaluza-Klein restritions ainternal ≤ 10−17m and, on the other hand, this spae is not
suiently onstant to satisfy the observable limits on the ne struture onstant variations. Thus,
these drawbaks rule out this model from the sope of viable theories
5
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